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Bajosinstintos1080platino18

this is a very good cuban cigar. it
is medium in strength and has a
medium-full to full-bodied taste.
the cigar is typically made with a

medium-full to full-bodied
connecticut wrapper, and

pressed, binder and filler leaves.
this is a good smoke for both a
male and female. it is smooth

and flavorful. it is recommended
that this be smoked in a full size
cuban size (6 x 46) to match the
flavor and strength. this cigar is
from the casas grandes region of
mexico. it has a very mild taste
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to it. it is smooth and balanced,
with hints of sweet and

chocolate flavors. the smoke is
somewhat dry, nutty and

enjoyable. this cigar is usually
sold in bundles of five. this site
was created by stefano (bjoins)
and was inspired by some of my
other related projects xopi and
flatpack . this one is about the

concept of a hybrid retro
inspired minimalist cabinet for a
32" lcd television that would also

house a stack of cds/ dvds/
games etc. this project is a small

project about minimalism and
simplicity when it comes to

constructing your tv cabinet. it is
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a rather bare bones project
which features pre-cut doors and

drawers for your cds/ dvds/
games and a slot for you to
place the magazine or news

paper into that you like to read.
this project is designed to be as
small as possible (not including
the lcd television) and is ideally
suited for a library, living room

or bedroom. this project is based
on pre-cut and pre-drilled

plywood for the actual cabinet
construction. the ends and sides
of the cabinet are attached using
3d printed end caps on mdf that
are then painted to match the

rest of the elements in the piece,
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the end caps are removed at the
end of the build and placed in a
frame so that the cabinet can be

used as a minimalist shelf of
sorts. 5ec8ef588b
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